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 In this essay I argue that in order to un-
derstand debates in jurisprudence one needs to 
distinguish clearly between four concepts: valid-
ity, content, normativity, and legitimacy. I show 
that this distinction helps us, first, make sense 
of fundamental debates in jurisprudence be-
tween legal positivists and Dworkin: these 
should not be understood, as they often are, as 
debates on the conditions of validity, but rather 
as debates on the right way of understanding 
the relationship between these four concepts. I 
then use this distinction between the four con-
cepts to criticize legal positivism. The positivist 
account begins with an attempt to explain the 
conditions of validity and to leave the question 
of assessment of valid legal norms to the second 
stage of inquiry. Though appealing, I argue that 
the notion of validity cannot be given sense out-
side a preliminary consideration of legitimacy. 
Following that, I show some further advantages 
that come from giving a more primary place to 
questions of legitimacy in jurisprudence. 
 Dans cet essai, je soutiens qu’afin de com-
prendre les débats en théorie du droit, il faut 
bien distinguer les quatre concepts suivants : la 
validité, le contenu, la normativité, et la légiti-
mité. Je démontre que cette distinction nous 
aide d’abord à comprendre les débats fonda-
mentaux en théorie du droit entre les positi-
vistes et Dworkin : nous ne devrions pas com-
prendre ces débats, comme certains le font, 
comme des débats sur les conditions de la vali-
dité ; ils portent plutôt sur la bonne façon 
d’apprécier la relation entre ces quatre con-
cepts. Ensuite, je me sers de cette distinction 
entre les quatre concepts pour critiquer le posi-
tivisme juridique. Le récit positiviste essaie 
d’abord d’expliquer les conditions de la validité, 
pour ensuite repousser la question de l’évalua-
tion des normes juridiques valides à la deu-
xième étape de l’analyse. L’idée est intéres-
sante, mais j’affirme toutefois que la notion de 
validité ne peut avoir de sens qu’après avoir 
considéré la notion de légitimité dans un pre-
mier temps. Suivant cette discussion, j’identifie 
quelques-uns des avantages additionnels liés au 
fait d’accorder une place plus primaire aux 
questions de légitimité en théorie du droit.  
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Introduction 
 The debates between legal positivists and Ronald Dworkin loom large 
over contemporary jurisprudence. And yet, these are unusual debates. 
Dworkin is one of the leading legal philosophers of the last fifty years, 
who has been engaged in debates extending over decades with other legal 
philosophers and whose work has been the subject of voluminous com-
mentary. At the same time Dworkin is an outsider of sorts to the field, not 
hiding his view that he finds much of the work in it uninteresting, even 
fundamentally misguided. Other legal philosophers in their turn have ex-
pressed a similarly ambivalent attitude toward his work, often question-
ing the importance and quality of his work1 and even whether he should 
be considered to belong among their ranks.2 Yet despite this ambivalent 
attitude, legal philosophers keep returning to his work. Legal positivists 
in particular are almost uniform in taking Dworkin’s arguments to be 
both the most significant challenge to their position and at the same time 
(almost) wholly unsuccessful.  
 If I venture down these well-trodden paths of the debate between 
Dworkin and the legal positivists yet again it is in order to explain the 
source of this odd state of affairs. I will argue that it is grounded in differ-
ent understandings of legal theory, and in particular of the right way to 
characterize the relationship between four fundamental concepts: validity, 
content, normativity, and legitimacy. I will argue that legal positivists 
have understood the relationship between these concepts in one way and 
have erroneously assumed that Dworkin holds a similar view of their re-
lationship. Relying on this point I will develop along the way an argument 
against legal positivism that is different from what is found in Dworkin’s 
work.  
                                                  
1   Brian Leiter, “The End of the Empire: Dworkin and Jurisprudence in the 21st Century” 
(2004) 36 Rutgers LJ 165 at 165-66 (Dworkin’s work in jurisprudence is “implausible, 
badly argued for, and largely without philosophical merit”). A similar attitude is ex-
pressed in Thom Brooks, Book Review of Dworkin and His Critics with Replies by 
Dworkin by Justine Burley, ed, (2006) 69 Mod L Rev 140 at 142. See also Larry Alexan-
der, “Striking Back at the Empire: A Brief Survey of Problems in Dworkin’s Theory of 
Law” (1987) 6:3 Law & Phil 419; Jules L Coleman, The Practice of Principle: In Defence 
of a Pragmatist Approach to Legal Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001) at 
105, 184-85 [Coleman, Practice]. 
2   Julie Dickson, Evaluation and Legal Theory (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2001) at 22-31, n 
31. C.f. HLA Hart, The Concept of Law, 2d ed, Penelope A Bulloch & Joseph Raz, eds 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994) at 240-41 [Hart, Concept]; Michael S Moore, Educating 
Oneself in Public: Critical Essays in Jurisprudence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2000) at 104, 306; Matthew H Kramer, In Defense of Legal Positivism: Law Without 
Trimmings (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999) at 128; John Gardner, “The Legali-
ty of Law” (2004) 17:2 Ratio Juris 168 at 173 [Gardner, “Legality”]. 
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 Though I will discuss some aspects of Dworkin’s work in some detail, I 
should stress that my concern is not primarily with his work. However, 
the centrality of the debate between legal positivists and Dworkin and his 
followers in contemporary jurisprudence makes Dworkin’s work difficult 
to ignore and serves as useful basis for illustrating my own argument. In 
the end, I do not particularly care whether what I say here is a faithful 
presentation of Dworkin’s views or to what extent it captures what he 
would consider the core of his ideas. This should be clear from the fact 
that I ignore here many of the elements that are central to Dworkin’s 
work in jurisprudence (for example, interpretive concepts, integrity, the 
distinctions between rules, principles and policies, the distinction between 
fit and justification, the view that political morality is grounded in equal 
concern and respect, Dworkin’s arguments against what he called “Ar-
chimedeanism”, the semantic sting, the chain novel and so on). Dworkin’s 
views on these matters, with which I do not necessarily agree, are irrele-
vant for either highlighting what I take to be the fundamental difference 
between positivist theories and Dworkin’s or for bringing out what I take 
to be the central flaw in positivist theories.  
 I will start, nonetheless, with Dworkin’s critique of legal positivism. 
Already in 1964 Ronald Dworkin opened one of his earliest published 
works with the following words: “What, in general, is a good reason for 
decision by a court of law? This is the question of jurisprudence; it has 
been asked in an amazing number of forms, of which the classic ‘What is 
Law?’ is only the briefest.”3 Some twenty years later Dworkin expressed a 
similar idea when he said that “[t]he central problem of analytical juris-
prudence is ... [w]hat sense should be given to propositions of law?”4 
Shortly afterwards, Dworkin entitled the opening chapter of Law’s Em-
pire “What is Law?”, a question that matters, he immediately explained, 
because “[i]t matters how judges decide cases.”5 And recently, some forty 
years after his early essay, Dworkin made essentially the same point 
when he said that his main concern is understanding what law is “in what 
                                                  
3   Ronald Dworkin, “Wasserstrom: The Judicial Decision” (1964) 75:1 Ethics 47 at 47. 
4   Ronald Dworkin, A Matter of Principle (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 
1985) at 146 [Dworkin, Principle]. See also Ronald Dworkin, “Legal Theory and the 
Problem of Sense” in Ruth Gavison, ed, Issues in Contemporary Legal Philosophy: The 
Influence of H.L.A. Hart (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987) 9 at 9, where Dworkin ex-
plained he was interested in the question of “the sense of propositions of law ... [which] 
asks what these propositions of law should be understood to mean, and in what circum-
stances they should be taken to be true or false or neither.” 
5   Ronald Dworkin, Law’s Empire (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press, 1986) at 1 [Dworkin, 
Empire].  
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I shall call the doctrinal sense,” namely in “what the law requires or pro-
hibits or permits or creates.”6  
 It is thus already at the very first lines of the article published in 
1964, before Dworkin’s first direct attacks on Hart’s positivism and long 
before the supposed radical shift in views that came with his turn to in-
terpretivism,7 that others concerned with the question “what is law?” 
should have begun to be puzzled by Dworkin’s approach. For on its face it 
seems odd to say that “what is law?” is only a shorter way of saying “what 
is a good reason for deciding a case?” or “how should a court decide this 
particular case?” Not only do these sentences seem to have utterly differ-
ent meanings, it does not even seem that answering the first question is 
particularly helpful in answering the second. It is usually thought that an 
answer to the question “what is law?” should look something this: “law is 
the set of rules in which a state determines certain permissions, prohibi-
tions and other normative requirements that govern the lives of those un-
der its jurisdiction.” This suggestion is no doubt incomplete and vague, 
but it does not seem that any elaboration or clarification on any of its el-
ements would give us anything that is going to be helpful in answering 
the question of how cases should be decided. For this we need to know the 
content of the rules in a given jurisdiction, as well as a theory of adjudica-
tion or a theory of interpretation. And though such theories are probably 
going to be related in some way to a theory of law, they do not look like 
the same thing at all.  
 This is indeed how many legal positivists reacted to Dworkin’s work, 
and I believe much of the disagreement with, even incomprehension of, 
Dworkin’s views stems from failure to understand in what sense the ques-
tion “what is law?” is similar to Dworkin’s question “how should judges 
decide cases?” To see how these two questions are related, why Dworkin is 
not guilty of such a basic error that it thwarts his theory right from the 
start, and therefore why many legal positivists’ replies to Dworkin miss 
their target, we must look more closely at the building blocks of jurispru-
dential inquiry. 
                                                  
6   Ronald Dworkin, Justice in Robes (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press, 2006) at 2 
[Dworkin, Robes]. 
7   For the claim that Dworkin’s views have undergone a significant change see e.g. Scott J 
Shapiro, “The ‘Hart–Dworkin’ Debate: A Short Guide for the Perplexed” in Arthur Rip-
stein, ed, Ronald Dworkin (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007) 22 at 35; An-
drei Marmor, Positive Law and Objective Values (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2001) at 5-6. 
For reasons that should become clear below I think this view is mistaken. Incidentally, 
Dworkin himself rejects this view, insisting his arguments against positivism have re-
mained largely the same from the early 1970s if not before. See Dworkin, Robes, supra 
note 6 at 233-34.  
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I. Four Concepts of Legal Theory 
 My contention is that Dworkin’s concerns are not very different from 
those of other legal philosophers, including legal positivists. But I hope to 
show that while the questions he is interested in are similar, the way 
Dworkin answers them is radically different; and so the nature of the 
challenge he puts to legal positivism is not just that he thinks the answer 
they give to the question “what is law?” is wrong. Rather, legal positivists 
are wrong in the way they go about answering it.  
 To see why positivists are wrong, we need to distinguish between four 
different concepts: the validity of legal norms, the content of legal norms, 
the normativity of law, and the legitimacy of law. A legal norm is said to 
be valid if and only if it is a member of a class of norms that can be identi-
fied (in some yet unspecified way) as belonging to a certain legal system. 
The validity of a legal norm is what explains why it is a legal norm (as op-
posed to a social or moral norm). The content of a legal norm is what that 
norm prescribes, proscribes, empowers, and so on, usually by linking cer-
tain sets of facts that have to obtain (signing certain documents; earning 
certain amount of money) to certain legal outcomes (the creation of cer-
tain contractual rights and duties; the duty to pay a certain amount of 
tax). The normativity of a legal norm is the sense in which the legal re-
sponses just mentioned are “non-optional”,8 the way in which legal norms 
create (or purport to create) obligations that people take or refrain from 
taking certain actions. Finally, legitimacy is concerned with the question 
of when an issuer of putative legal norms is entitled to make such de-
mands. Though normativity and legitimacy are obviously related—and on 
some accounts, inseparable—they seem to address two distinct issues: 
normativity deals with the metaphysical question, “how could a social, 
factual, practice, create norms?”, that is, it tries to explain what has to be 
the case for a social practice such as law to, even in principle, create obli-
gations; by contrast, legitimacy deals with the moral or political question, 
“what gives any particular putative law-maker the right to demand that 
one should, prima facie, obey?” Another way of putting the difference is 
that the question of normativity asks “how are legal obligations possible?”, 
whereas the political question of legitimacy asks “what political conditions 
need to be in place for law to bind those subject to it?” 
 Clarifying these concepts is important because it will help us see 
where positivists have often misunderstood Dworkin’s arguments. As we 
                                                  
8   Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 6. This definition fits criminal law prescriptions most 
naturally, but it is true of other norms as well. Contract law is non-optional in the sense 
that it defines a set of conditions under which one may use certain recognized legal 
mechanisms in order to create non-optional contractual rights and duties. 
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shall see, Dworkin is sometimes taken to be making claims about validity, 
when in fact his main concern has always been with the question of con-
tent, and ultimately of legitimacy. More generally, with the aid of these 
four concepts it is easier to identify and articulate more sharply the dif-
ferences between different legal theories on both abstract questions like 
“what is law?” and on smaller-scale questions like whether every legal 
system contains a rule of recognition.  
II. The Mistaken Positivistic Readings of Dworkin 
 Positivists disagree among themselves on many questions, but as a 
first cut what unites all of them is that they treat the question of validity 
as prior to and distinct from the question of content. And they often as-
sume that this picture is shared by all legal theorists. Thus, for example, 
Andrei Marmor presents the positivist methodological suppositions as 
though they are uncontroversial starting points shared by all legal theo-
rists: the goal of “[c]ontemporary legal theories”, he writes, is “to under-
stand the general conditions which would render any putative norm legal-
ly valid”; only secondarily are they also “interest[ed] in the normative as-
pect of law.”9 Following this approach critics of Dworkin either assume 
that Dworkin accepts this formulation but holds different views on validi-
ty (roughly that he thinks morality always belongs among the conditions 
of validity), or criticize him for failing to see the need to describe law prior 
to engaging in normative analysis of it.10 
 As a result, Dworkin’s argument against positivism has often been 
misunderstood. Here is, for example, how Marmor describes Dworkin’s 
argument against positivism: 
[Dworkin] denies that the criteria employed by judges and other offi-
cials in determining what counts as law are rule governed, and thus 
he denies that there are any rules of recognition at all. But as far as 
                                                  
9   See Andrei Marmor, “The Nature of Law”, Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, online: 
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy <http://plato.stanford.edu>. Similarly, John Gard-
ner called the question of validity “logically prior” to normative questions about law. See 
John Gardner, “Legal Positivism: 5½ Myths” (2001) 46 Am J Juris 199 at 226 [Gardner, 
“5½ Myths”]. But see John Gardner, “Nearly Natural Law” (2007) 52 Am J Juris 1 at 
16, n 27 [Gardner, “Nearly”], where Gardner retracts this view. 
10   For the first response see e.g., Andrei Marmor, “Legal Positivism: Still Descriptive and 
Morally Neutral” (2006) 26:4 Oxford J Legal Stud 683 at 689 (“Basically, the dispute 
[between positivists and non-positivists] is about the conditions of legal validity”); Brian 
Leiter, “Explaining Theoretical Disagreement” (2009) 76:3 U Chi L Rev 1215 at 1216 
(“When lawyers or judges have a theoretical disagreement about law in Dworkin’s 
sense, they are disagreeing about what most legal philosophers call the criteria of legal 
validity ... .”). C.f. Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 253. For the second response see e.g., 
Dickson, supra note 2 at 129-30, 137-38. 
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I can see, Dworkin’s argument is based on a single point, which is 
rather implausible. He argues that it cannot be the case that in iden-
tifying the law judges follow rules, because judges often disagree 
about the criteria of legality in their legal systems, so much so, that 
it makes no sense to suggest that there are any rules of recognition 
at all; or else, the rules become so abstract that it becomes pointless 
to insist that they are rules.  
 The problem is this: To show that there are no rules of recogni-
tion, Dworkin would have had to show that the disagreements judg-
es have about the criteria of legality in their jurisdiction are not just 
in the margins; that they go all the way down to the core. But this is 
just not plausible. Is there any judge in the United States who seri-
ously doubts that acts of Congress make law? Or that the U.S. Con-
stitution prevails over federal and state legislation?11 
 I think this is a mistaken reading of Dworkin’s argument, and it stems 
from the tendency to think that Dworkin’s critique of positivism was lim-
ited to the right test of legal validity. It is true that disagreements form a 
central component of Dworkin’s argument against positivists. No one, 
however, doubts that American judges consider acts of Congress to be 
sources of law (or that acts of Congress “make law”), and Dworkin never 
said anything to suggest otherwise. Nonetheless, this quotation from 
Marmor helps identify two issues that Dworkin is concerned with and 
about which his view is different from that of legal positivists. The first is 
what gives Congress the law-making power that it has, or, to take another 
example, why the words written on those ancient parchments lodged in 
the National Archives in Washington are thought to determine (or are 
considered relevant to) issues judges are concerned with today. Positivists 
answer that this is because of the existence of a social rule, which Hart 
dubbed “the rule of recognition”; Dworkin rejects this answer. The second 
question is what those congressional acts (which judges agree on their 
relevance for their job) mean. It is this—the content of those congressional 
acts—that Dworkin argued is deeply contested among lawyers, and it is 
this disagreement that Dworkin argued legal positivism, of whatever 
                                                  
11   Andrei Marmor, Social Conventions: From Language to Law (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 2009) at 162 [emphasis added, footnotes omitted]. Incidentally (and in the 
present context, significantly) the answer to the second question Marmor asks has been 
the subject of intense controversy in the debate about the application of the US consti-
tution to state law.  
   Following the quoted words Marmor suggests another and “much more interesting” 
argument on behalf of Dworkin: “even if there are rules of recognition, they do not settle 
the question of legal validity. Norms can be legally valid, Dworkin argues, even if they 
do not derive their validity from the rules of recognition” (ibid at 162, n 17). To the best 
of my knowledge, Dworkin has never made an argument of this sort against positivism, 
not least because this argument presupposes the existence of a rule of recognition, 
something that Dworkin has always denied. 
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stripe, cannot explain. For Dworkin, these two issues are closely related, 
and when put together we can understand the positivists’ failure. To put 
the matter briefly, the reason why the positivist answer fails as an answer 
to the first question is because it does not give a satisfactory response to 
the second question. 
 Much of the discussion of Dworkin’s work has misunderstood this 
point because, just like the quote above, it assumed that Dworkin’s argu-
ments were concerned with validity. But there has also been a response to 
Dworkin’s position that addressed it head-on: Dworkin may be interested 
in questions of content, but these are questions about how judges should 
decide cases; that is, this is all part of a theory of adjudication. These 
questions are indeed steeped in political suppositions, about which differ-
ent legal systems (and judges) hold different views, but it is for this rea-
son exactly that they are not part of the domain of “general” jurispru-
dence. Joseph Raz’s comment that Dworkin offered a theory of adjudica-
tion, which he “regard[ed] ... willy-nilly and without further argument as 
a theory of law”12 is representative of this line of criticism, but probably 
the most popular way of making this point is to say that Dworkin failed to 
distinguish between the question “what is law (in general)?” and the ques-
tion “what is the law (applicable in a particular case)?”13  
 According to this line of criticism, before we decide what judges should 
do with the law, that is, before we turn to adjudication (or its theory), we 
need an account on what law is, or else we cannot know what materials 
are relevant for deciding the question. Indeed, the critics contend, 
Dworkin’s protestations to the contrary notwithstanding, his account 
must presuppose some answer to this question, some account of validity. 
And on this point the most convincing account remains that offered by le-
gal positivists, specifically something like Hart’s rule of recognition. In 
fact, as some legal theorists have added mischievously, upon close inspec-
                                                  
12   Joseph Raz, Ethics in the Public Domain: Essays in the Morality of Law and Politics, 
revised ed (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994) at 202-203 [Raz, Public Domain]. See also 
WJ Waluchow, Inclusive Legal Positivism (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994) at 3. C.f. 
Andrei Marmor, Interpretation and Legal Theory, 2d ed (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2005) 
at 43; Liam Murphy, “Concepts of Law” (2005) 30 Austl J Legal Phil 1 at 3-4.  
13   This is an almost universal criticism of Dworkin’s work, made by positivists and non-
positivists alike. See, among others, Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 247; Coleman, Prac-
tice, supra note 1 at 180-81; Kramer, supra note 2 at 129, 161; Moore, supra note 2 at 
94-95; Neil MacCormick, Institutions of Law: An Essay in Legal Theory (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2007) at 284; John Finnis, “On Reason and Authority in Law’s Em-
pire” (1987) 6:3 Law & Phil 357 at 368; Gardner, “Legality”, supra note 2 at 173-74; Lei-
ter, supra note 1 at 175-76.  
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tion it turns out that Dworkin is a closeted legal positivist.14 I think this 
line of argument, though very popular, is mistaken.  
III. Legal Validity and Its Problems 
 The positivist approach to explaining law looks at first quite plausible: 
to know how to decide a case we must first identify the legal norm that 
governs the case, and to know that we need to know how to identify legal 
norms in general. And the way positivists fill in the details of this general 
approach also seems straightforward: it seems natural to say that there 
are certain law-making properties that make something into law regard-
less of whether these legal norms are part of contract law, competition 
law, or constitutional law, in short, regardless of their content. It seems to 
follow that identifying legal norms then calls for identifying those law-
making properties. Since these properties do not depend on their content, 
they must then be related to their source and, by implication, to their 
method of promulgation. After all, this seems to be the only thing common 
to all the things we call “English law” or “French law”.  
 This is the essence of the positivist rationale for separating a legal 
norm’s validity from its content and for focusing their attention on the 
former. Many positivists have also argued that we can understand in 
what way a legal norm is binding (“non-optional”) independently of its 
content. On this view it is not what the law requires that makes it bind-
ing; rather, it is the fact that it is the law that makes it binding.15 In this 
way the question of normativity is tied to the question of validity, but is 
separated from the question of content. At the same time, this account of 
the normativity of law is kept distinct from the question of whether we 
should follow the law—a matter about which (in the positivist picture) the 
identification of valid legal norms tells us nothing.  
 But despite the initial appeal of this approach, closer inspection re-
veals serious difficulties with it. Take the distinction between validity and 
content first. To make sense of this distinction it would be helpful to think 
                                                  
14   John Gardner, “Law’s Aims in Law’s Empire” in Scott Hershovitz, ed, Exploring Law’s 
Empire: The Jurisprudence of Ronald Dworkin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) 
207 at 222-23 [Gardner, “Law’s Aims”]. See also Joseph Raz, “Dworkin: A New Link in 
the Chain”, Book Review of A Matter of Principle by Ronald Dworkin, (1986) 74:3 Cal L 
Rev 1103 at 1108 [Raz, “Link”]; Steven J Burton, “Ronald Dworkin and Legal Positiv-
ism” (1987) 73:1 Iowa L Rev 109 at 120-21; Kramer, supra note 2 at 138-39; Lloyd 
Weinreb, “Law as Order” (1978) 91:5 Harv L Rev 909 at 935-36. 
15   See HLA Hart, “Legal and Moral Obligation” in AI Melden, ed, Essays in Moral Philos-
ophy (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1958) 82 at 84, where Hart introduces 
the notion of content-independent obligations. 
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of legal norms as closed boxes. The content of the norm, that is, what it 
requires, is found inside the box, whereas its validity is some mark out-
side the box by which we can identify it without having to look inside the 
box to examine its content. Now there are two ways of understanding the 
positivist claim. According to the first, the mark identifies those things 
that are legal norms, but it cannot identify which norm is applicable to 
which case, since this is already a question dealing with the norm’s con-
tent, and as such this is something that identifying the mark of legal 
norms cannot tell us. According to the second, validity is the test for iden-
tifying the sources of legal norms, not the legal norms themselves. Here, 
to continue with the box analogy, the rule of recognition does not identify 
any individual box but tells us where the boxes might be. 
 Different positivists, sometimes even the same theorist in different 
places, seem to vacillate between these two theses. At times we are told 
that with the rule of recognition “both private persons and officials are 
provided with authoritative criteria for identifying primary rules of obli-
gation”16 in a particular jurisdiction; in another formulation, “[t]o say that 
a given rule is valid is to recognize it as passing all the tests provided by 
the rule of recognition and so as a rule of the system.”17 This view is also 
behind Hart’s claim that the rule of recognition is introduced as a solution 
to the problem of knowing what the law requires. Whether or not Hart 
meant his account of the emergence of secondary rules to represent some 
historical event, on this view it is clear that the point of the rule of recog-
nition is to identify valid legal norms, as they are applicable to particular 
cases. 
 The problem with this approach is that it is hard to see how a test that 
looks to the procedures of promulgation, as the rule of recognition is un-
derstood to be, could identify individual legal norms; or, put in the terms 
distinguished above, how one could identify legal norms without looking 
at their content. No formal test (even a highly complex one) could alone 
tell us how to identify the individual cases to which particular legal norms 
apply. For this we must add an account that explains how to move from 
the identification of something as belonging to the group of legal norms to 
knowing the content of individual legal norms.18 The main problem with 
                                                  
16   Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 100 [emphasis added]. 
17   Ibid at 103. Accord Scott J Shapiro, Legality (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press, 2011) at 
83 (“If there is a doubt about, say, whether revenge killings are permissible, the rule of 
recognition can direct the parties to the authoritative list of rules ... to determine the 
answer.”). 
18   Inclusive legal positivists allow some content-based (and not merely formal) considera-
tions to be part of the rule of recognition. However, this does not solve the problem iden-
tified in the text, because their argument is that the tests for identifying valid legal 
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this approach may be put as follows: the image of norms as boxes, with 
the rule of recognition identifying the legal ones, is misleading, because 
the law is not made up of discrete units of normative requirements ready 
to be identified and applied to individual cases. Indeed, given that what 
counts as an individual legal norm may be identified only by the scope of 
cases it covers, it is unclear how any meaningful distinction between a 
single, valid, legal norm and its content is even possible.  
 I cannot deal with this difficulty here in detail, but I believe none of 
the (few) attempts to address it has been successful. If I am right about 
this then this version of legal positivism suffers from a problem more fun-
damental than the one ascribed to it by Dworkin: as already mentioned, 
Dworkin’s best known argument against legal positivism is, roughly, that 
it cannot explain the existence of prevalent disagreements about the con-
tent (not validity) of legal norms among lawyers in non-marginal cases. 
But we now see that the problem is not so much the existence of funda-
mental disagreements about the content of legal norms, but that of identi-
fying their content in the first place. Even if there were no disagreements 
among lawyers at all, this interpretation of legal positivism would offer an 
implausible account of law in suggesting that with the identification of the 
mark of validity of legal norms we can also identify individual legal norms 
applicable to particular cases. 
 Perhaps recognizing these difficulties, legal positivists seem increas-
ingly more sympathetic to the other interpretation of validity mentioned 
earlier. According to this view the positivist notion of validity—and the 
corresponding rule of recognition—is not supposed to give judges a proce-
dure for deciding cases or even for identifying legal norms.19 Rather, on 
this view what the rule of recognition recognizes are the relevant sources 
for knowing what the law requires. Hart, for example, seems to have 
moved toward this view in the postscript to The Concept of Law, where he 
wrote that the rule of recognition “identif[ies] the authoritative sources of 
      
norms can include substantive constraints (for instance, that a putative immoral norm 
cannot be a legal norm). But this presupposes that there is a prior and non-content 
based method for individuating legal norms and knowing their content, which their 
theory does not supply. Even those inclusivists (like Jules Coleman) who believe that 
certain norms can become legal purely in virtue of their content have to explain how we 
are to know which of the myriad of possible content-based norms out there are legal and 
which are not. In any case, all inclusive positivists allow for the conceptual possibility of 
a purely formal rule of recognition. 
19   C.f. Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 240; HLA Hart, “Comment” in Gavin, supra note 4 at 
36 (“there is a standing need for a form of legal theory ... the perspective of which is not 
... what the law requires in particular cases.”).  
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law.”20 Legal positivism on this view is not based on the possibility of iden-
tifying individual valid legal norms, but on the identification of the marks 
of validity, which themselves cannot identify valid legal norms. (Notice 
that on this version of legal positivism what drives the distinction be-
tween law and morality is not so much a substantive claim, but rather a 
methodological one: if one wishes to understand a certain phenomenon, it 
is helpful to see in what ways it is different from similar things.21) 
 This version of legal positivism seems more plausible than the previ-
ous one, simply because it is not faced with the challenge of explaining 
how any test of validity could identify individual legal norms. A further 
advantage of this approach is that it seems to answer Dworkin’s argu-
ments: because his arguments against positivism are about content, limit-
ing the scope of the positivist thesis in this way seems to imply that 
Dworkin’s arguments are incapable of hitting their intended target. But 
these advantages come at a great cost. This version of legal positivism 
turns out to be seriously incomplete, for here is a supposedly descriptive 
theory of law that says nothing on how to fill the gap between identifying 
the sources of legal norms and identifying legal norms. In other words it is 
a theory of law that, by its proponents’ own admission, is silent on the 
question that most people who come into contact with the law care most 
about: what it requires and how one could get to know this.  
 A positivist might respond that she has other things to say about the-
se questions, which may or may not be logically related to her legal posi-
tivism. But as I will try to show now, this position is not just incomplete; 
even in this weakened form the account it offers is unsuccessful. Even if it 
                                                  
20   Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 266 [emphasis added]. Other who have made this claim 
are Raz, “Link”, supra note 14 at 1107 (“All [the rule of recognition] does, and all it is 
meant to do, is to identify which acts are acts of legislation and which are the rendering 
of binding judicial decisions, or more generally, which acts create law.”) and Leslie 
Green, “The Concept of Law Revisited”, Book Review of The Concept of Law by HLA 
Hart, (1996) 94:6 Mich L Rev 1687 at 1697 (“[The rule of recognition] purported only to 
identify which of various social standards are legally relevant—which are sources of 
law.”). All, significantly, make this point in direct response to Dworkin’s arguments. 
21   C.f. John Austin, The Province of Jurisprudence Determined and the Uses of the Study 
of Jurisprudence (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1954) at 371: “By a careful analysis 
of leading terms, law is detached from morals, and the attention of the student of juris-
prudence is confined to the distinctions and divisions which relate to law exclusively.” It 
is evident from this passage that Austin’s reason for separating law from morality is 
methodological: “detaching” it from morals allows us to understand it better. This is dif-
ferent from (though consistent with) Austin’s famous substantive slogan that “[t]he ex-
istence of law is one thing; its merit or demerit is another” (ibid at 184). See also Joseph 
Raz, Between Authority and Interpretation: On the Theory of Law and Practical Reason 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009) at 199-200 [Raz, Interpretation]. 
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is not challenged by the problem of legal content, it can be challenged by 
the concept of legitimacy.  
IV.  The Place of Legitimacy in Legal Theory 
A. The Positivist Framework  
 The “rule of recognition” stands for at least two ideas. The first is that 
there are limits to the law, and correspondingly that when legal decision-
makers decide according to law they cannot use certain sources that they 
might have available to them had they sought to answer the question in 
their personal capacity.22 This view by itself, however, is consistent with 
many non-positivist views. The more significant claim is that every legal 
system contains a social rule (or rules) necessary for identifying legal 
rules, and that this rule is the reason why, at a minimum, certain officials 
follow the law.23 As we have seen, there is some ambiguity in positivist 
writings with regard to what it is that the rule of recognition recognizes. 
In what follows I will assume it is the weaker thesis, according to which 
the rule of recognition recognizes the sources of legal norms. Typically, in 
a legal system we can distinguish between mandatory sources (for exam-
ple, statutes, precedents), permissible but non-binding sources (judgments 
of other jurisdictions, academic writings, and so on), and still other mate-
rials that are completely impermissible (for example, in some jurisdic-
tions, public opinions on the case).24 Is it not clear that Hercules, and if 
not him then at least the mere mortals who decide legal disputes in our 
world, implicitly rely on such a social rule?  
 The view presupposed by this question is a combination of three prop-
ositions: first, that the rule of recognition is concerned with the identifica-
tion of the sources of legal norms; second and correspondingly, that legal 
                                                  
22   For articulations of this idea see Joseph Raz, “Legal Principles and the Limits of Law” 
in Marshall Cohen, ed, Ronald Dworkin and Contemporary Jurisprudence (London: 
Duckworth, 1983) 73; Frederick Schauer & Virginia J Wise, “Legal Positivism as Legal 
Information” (1996) 82 Cornell L Rev 1080 at 1088-89. 
23   Hart originally characterized the distinction between primary and secondary rules as a 
distinction between duty-imposing and power-conferring rules. See Hart, Concept, su-
pra note 2 at 81. But the duty-imposing view is, I think, more popular now. See e.g., Jo-
seph Raz, The Authority of Law: Essays in Law and Morality, 2d ed (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2009) at 93 [Raz, Authority]; Coleman, Practice, supra note 1 at 85 
(although, oddly, Coleman ascribes the duty-imposing view to Hart and also argues that 
Raz rejects it).  
24   Hart is clear that permissive sources are part of his rule of recognition (Concept, supra 
note 2 at 294). 
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positivism is a thesis about validity, not content; and third, that the social 
fact of agreement on what things count as sources of law (even if there is 
disagreement on what makes it the case that they are sources of law) is 
sufficient for the existence of a rule of recognition, and in turn for the ex-
istence of law.25 Taken together these propositions aim to show that the 
question of the identification of legal sources is a matter of social fact, and 
does not (necessarily) depend on moral or political considerations. This 
view would turn out to be false if it were shown that questions of legiti-
macy affect even the determination of the sources of law. 
 The weight of argument falls, of course, on the third proposition. As I 
see it there are two possible strategies for trying to make good on the 
claim of separation between validity and legitimacy. The first strategy at-
tempts to do so by effectively eliminating the question of legitimacy. In 
the book The Vocabulary of Politics by T. D. Weldon, an Oxford philoso-
pher and a contemporary of Hart, one finds the following: “‘Why should I 
obey the laws of England?’ is the same sort of pointless question as ‘Why 
should I obey the laws of cricket?’ ... The chief source of trouble is a verbal 
confusion which tends to infect our talk about ‘law’ both in its scientific 
and its political usage.”26 On this view once we understand the vocabulary 
of “valid” legal norms there is no further question—apparently not even a 
political one—to answer. To look for anything deeper in a social obligation 
is akin to looking for a ghost in the machine (to borrow from Gilbert Ryle, 
one of this approach’s leading proponents). 
                                                  
25   This was essentially Hart’s view, and it is worth quoting in full:  
When a judge of an established legal system takes up his office he finds that 
though much is left to his discretion there is also a firmly settled practice of 
adjudication, according to which any judge of the system is required to apply 
in the decision of cases the laws identified by specific criteria or sources. This 
settled practice is acknowledged as determining the central duties of the of-
fice of a judge and not to follow the practice would be regarded as a breach of 
duty one not only warranting criticism but counter-action where possible by 
correction in a higher court of appeal. ... The judges ... have a settled disposi-
tion to do this without considering the merits of so doing in each case and in-
deed would regard it not open to them to act on their view of the merits. So 
though the judge is in this sense committed to following the rules his view of 
the moral merits of doing so (at least as far as the rules are clear and provide 
him with determinate guidance) is irrelevant. 
HLA Hart, Essays on Bentham: Studies in Jurisprudence and Political Theory (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1982) at 158-59. See also Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 241-43.  
26   TD Weldon, The Vocabulary of Politics (London: Penguin, 1953) at 62. The attempt to 
reduce the question of legitimacy to a question about normativity, and the latter to a 
question of grammar is also apparent from the discussion on authority (ibid at 50-56).  
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 There are some hints of this view in Hart’s discussion of the “gunman 
situation”,27 but ultimately I do not think this represents his view.28 We 
need not spend too much time on this exegetical question because I be-
lieve few today would consider this approach very promising, and as a re-
sult the attempt to reduce the question of legitimacy to the question of 
normativity seems misguided, at least in the manner Hart on this inter-
pretation proposed to do it. (A further problem with this approach in the 
context of law, even if we accept the linguistic approach in certain other 
contexts, is explaining the way law imposes obligations on others. Even if 
we had been willing to accept the view that through attention to language 
and with the aid of speech act theory we can solve all philosophical ques-
tions surrounding, say, the practice of promising, it is more difficult to see 
how such an approach could help us with obligations imposed by the law.) 
 The other approach seeks to deny the relevance of questions of legiti-
macy to jurisprudence. Raz’s approach to the question of legitimacy serves 
as an example. Raz’s “normal justification thesis” is the basis for his dis-
tinction between de facto and legitimate authority. Raz argues that au-
thority (including the authority of law) is justified so long as one is more 
likely to conform to reasons one has by following the authority than by 
not.29 Roughly, what typically justifies law is that it provides guidance 
such that those subject to it are more likely to act in accordance with rea-
son than if they tried to decide how to act on their own devices. The cru-
cial point is that this moral assessment is conducted independently of the 
law, “before” the law if you will, and it is largely unaffected by law. To be 
sure, law or social norms may add “conventional” wrinkles to under-
determinate moral requirements (the speed limit could be set at 50 or 55; 
elections could take place every four or five years), but even this is a mat-
ter that leaves morality itself untouched and separate from law. This is 
ultimately why it follows from such an account that there is no general 
obligation to obey the law. An obligation to obey the law depends on 
                                                  
27   Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 22-23, 82-83. 
28   Hart does not distinguish clearly between the questions of normativity and legitimacy 
and, as a result, his discussion is ambiguous and open to various interpretations. Mi-
chael Moore, for example, has argued that all Hart was doing in this discussion was of-
fering an account of the conditions under which people consider themselves to be under 
an obligation. See Moore, supra note 2 at 7-8, 84-85. But I think Stephen Perry is right 
to say that, as such, this account is of little theoretical significance. See Stephen R Per-
ry, “Hart’s Methodological Positivism” in Jules Coleman, ed, Hart’s Postscript: Essays 
on the Postscript to “The Concept of Law” (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001) 311 at 
334-35. 
29   Raz, Interpretation, supra note 21 at 136-37. Raz adds there a further condition, namely 
that the matter in question is one for which it is “better to conform to reason rather 
than decide for oneself” (ibid). I ignore this condition here.   
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whether the conditions of the normal justification thesis are satisfied, 
something that is determined based on a particularistic determination 
both of what is required and of whom the legal demand is directed at.30 As 
such it cannot give rise to any general obligation.  
 Translating this to the terminology developed above, the question of 
legitimacy is tied to the question of content, but kept apart from the other 
two concepts, validity and normativity (which, as we have seen, are them-
selves linked to each other). An implication of the link between content 
and legitimacy is that the question of legitimacy is not, strictly speaking, 
a question of analytic jurisprudence (as the term is understood by legal 
positivists). As legitimacy hangs primarily on the content of law, and as 
content is a contingent matter on which legal systems differ, these sub-
jects do not belong within legal theory, concerned as it is with finding the 
necessary features of law. On this view, the determination of these mat-
ters properly belongs within political theory.  
 I believe this is a fair characterization of the way legal theory is un-
derstood by most contemporary legal positivists. The following chart pro-
vides a rough illustration of the relationship between the four concepts as 
they are understood within such a framework: 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 The starting point for analysis is validity. The existence of valid norms 
is required for legal content, and whatever counts as valid legal norms 
will obviously have an effect on the content of legal norms (this link is 
                                                  
30   See Raz, Public Domain, supra note 12 at 348.  
Figure 1: The four concepts in contemporary versions of  
legal positivism 
Political theory Jurisprudence 
Content 
Legitimacy 
Validity 
Normativity 
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represented in Figure 1 by the dashed arrow), but apart from that, validi-
ty and content represent two distinct inquiries—exactly the distinction 
between “law” and “the law” we encountered earlier. This separation al-
lows us to separate the political inquiry of what the content of law should 
be in order to be legitimate, from the morally neutral and descriptive ac-
count of the way in which valid legal norms create obligations. These 
links—between validity and normativity, and between content and legit-
imacy—are conceptual in the sense that it is the validity of legal norms 
that explains their normativity,31 and it is the content of legal norms that 
explains their legitimacy. (This link is indicated by the solid arrows in 
Figure 1.) 
 If this approach were successful we could maintain the separation be-
tween the jurisprudential question of validity and the political question of 
legitimacy. But it is not. The argument for this conclusion consists of two 
ingredients: first, that the question of legitimacy is a moral and political 
question on which people disagree; and second, that legal validity is con-
nected to and affected by questions of legitimacy. If this argument is suc-
cessful, even the narrow claim that it is possible to identify the sources of 
legal norms without appeal to morality will turn out to be false. More spe-
cifically, if successful, the argument shows that the only way to maintain 
the rule of recognition is not as a social rule that purports to explain why 
people behave in a particular way and in this way explains how law oper-
ates. Rather, the rule of recognition will turn out to be a generalization 
that can only be applied ex post facto to all situations, and as such is de-
void of explanatory power with regard to any puzzling feature of law.32 
 I will take it for granted that different people have different views 
about the legitimacy of political authority. It is ultimately this question 
that is behind most books in political theory; in less abstract form these 
debates are also found in discussions about the proper “size” of govern-
ment, or in debates about the adequate allocation of and limits to the 
power of government. The next step in the argument is to show that these 
debates are relevant to the determination of which sources are “valid”. 
This is not very difficult to show: there is, for example, right now an ongo-
ing debate in the United States and in other countries on the question of 
the permissibility of relying on foreign court decisions, a debate on which 
                                                  
31   C.f. Raz, Authority, supra note 23 at 149 [footnotes omitted]: “The best route to the un-
derstanding of ‘legally valid’ is by attending to the fact that it is used interchangeably 
with ‘legally binding’. A valid rule is one which has normative effects. A legally valid 
rule is one which has legal effects.” 
32   C.f. Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, revised ed (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 1978) at 43-44; Jules L Coleman, “Negative and Positive Positivism” 
(1982) 11 J Legal Stud 139 at 139. 
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both legal academics and judges have weighed in. Both proponents and 
critics of reliance on foreign sources do not just accuse the others of mis-
understanding how the business of judging is properly done, or of failing 
to take note of an accepted social rule among judges. Rather, supporters of 
the practice defend it in terms of its ability to reveal certain moral truths, 
or emerging global moral consensus, considerations whose relevance to a 
decision rests on a particular conception of legitimacy. Critics, on the oth-
er hand, have responded with arguments that are couched in terms of na-
tional sovereignty, separation of powers, the proper role of the judiciary, 
the locality of value judgments, and so on.33  
 This is not all: clearly questions of legitimacy have an effect on ques-
tions of the content of legal norms. Thus, for instance, it is considerations 
about legitimacy that ultimately determine the level of deference judges 
give to pronouncements of other branches of government on the law; in 
federal states it is the question of the relationship between state and fed-
eral government; for the member states of the European Union it is the 
relationship between their domestic law and European law. These issues 
are often discussed in terms of separation of powers, national sovereignty, 
and democratic accountability, and the different views on them clearly re-
flect different views on legitimacy. Perhaps most commonly, any determi-
nation of the content of legal norms will require resort to theories, canons, 
or practices of interpretation. Though debates on these matters are often 
described in terms of “fidelity” to law, of finding the “true” or “real” mean-
ing of statutory phrases, here too questions of legitimacy are never far 
from the surface. For whatever counts as “faithful” interpretation will de-
pend on the division of labour between branches of government, and this, 
in part, is a question of legitimacy.34  
 These considerations affect issues that legal positivists would classify 
as belonging to the question of validity. Take, for example, the question of 
                                                  
33   See e.g. the discussion on foreign law in Roper v Simmons, 543 US 551 (2005), 125 S Ct 
1183. There is a vast (and growing) literature on this question. As far as I could see, the 
discussion is never limited to accepted conventional rules. See e.g. Richard Posner, “No 
Thanks, We Already Have Our Own Laws” Legal Aff, (July-August 2004) at 40, online: 
Legal Affairs <http://www.legalaffairs.org>. Posner mentions among the reasons not to 
rely on foreign judgments the “undemocratic character of citing foreign decisions,” the 
fact that they emerge from “a complex socio-historico-politico-institutional background” 
which may be unknown and very different from what exists in the country of citation, 
as well as what he calls the “political error” of asking “American people ... to accept that 
decisions by the Supreme Court of Zimbabwe should influence decisions by our Su-
preme Court” (ibid at 42). 
34   Even Dworkin is not above using arguments about meaning in this context. See, for ex-
ample, his arguments on constitutional interpretation (Dworkin, Robes, supra note 6 at 
123-24) which are undermined by Dworkin’s failure to consider the distinction between 
de re and de dicto meaning. 
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whether, in interpreting statutes, judges should favour the “plain mean-
ing” of the words over the “intention” of the legislature or the “purpose” of 
the law. This looks at first like a debate about the correct meaning of legal 
sources, but as the linguistic question on this matter is often indetermi-
nate, what decides the matter are considerations of legitimacy. Familiar 
arguments in these debates (for example, debates about the value of ac-
cessibility of the law to those without legal training or the importance of 
giving incentives to the government to make sure its legislative intentions 
are clearly stated) are relevant not just for the question of the right meth-
od for reading the sources of law, they are also arguments about which 
sources are legitimate. For example, arguments used in support of “plain 
meaning” have often been used to argue against the use of legislative his-
tory and preparatory work as permissible sources of law and in favor of 
using dictionaries as aides in statutory interpretation.  
 So questions of what counts as law, or as sources of law, are shot 
through with considerations of legitimacy. Indeed, even with the “obvious” 
sources—legislative acts or precedents—considerations of legitimacy are 
part of the story. True, it may be that if asked to explain why she relied 
on a statute, a judge would first respond, “because it is the law,” or even 
“because that is how we do things around here.” But if pressed I doubt 
whether any judge would say that this is where her spade turned. This, of 
course, is an empirical claim for which I cannot provide conclusive proof. 
But neither have legal positivists offered contrary evidence. Hart’s claim 
that “surely an English judge’s reason for treating Parliament’s legisla-
tion (or an American judge’s reason for treating the Constitution) as a 
source of law having supremacy over other sources includes the fact that 
his judicial colleagues concur in this as their predecessors have done,”35 is 
equally unsupported by evidence. There are, however, plenty of examples 
of judges explaining their judicial practice and its limits by appealing to 
the political and institutional constraints of the judicial role. It does not 
matter whether their arguments are astute or not. What matters is that 
in doing so judges show that the boundaries of their practice are not (ex-
clusively) set by social conventions. Moreover, even if Hart’s claim is true, 
it is very weak, as it only demands that the practice be one among several 
reasons that motivate the judge. Therefore, while this view is not contra-
dicted by my claim that political considerations affect judges’ views on the 
legitimate sources for their decisions and the legitimate boundaries of 
their adjudicatory role, it cannot challenge it either.  
 Going back to the quotation from Marmor with which we opened the 
discussion we can now understand where he misunderstands Dworkin. It 
                                                  
35   Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 267.  
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is not that American judges disagree about whether acts of Congress are 
sources of law; they agree about that. What they disagree about is the po-
litical theory that underlies the fact that acts of Congress are sources of 
law. While their disagreements are modest enough that they allow posi-
tivists and Dworkin to work together, which explains why they all accept 
acts of Congress as legal sources, it does affect the question of the recogni-
tion of other legal sources (as well as the question of what content to give 
to those sources) and explains, at least in part, why they disagree where 
they disagree.  
 If we aim for our theory to be “descriptive sociology”, and especially if 
we believe, as Hart did, that it is important take participants’ attitudes 
into account in understanding the practice, then the conclusions just 
reached cast doubt on the very foundations of the account told by legal 
positivists. At least as long as we stick to the legal systems that legal the-
orists usually talk about, those of contemporary Western democracies, we 
can easily find examples for the significance of legitimacy to the questions 
of sources of law.  
B. Recasting the Relationship between Validity, Content, Normativity, and 
Legitimacy 
 The failure of existing positivist theories to give a satisfactory account 
for all this suggests that perhaps, despite the intuitive appeal of legal pos-
itivism, the source of the problems lies in the way positivists formulate 
the relationship between validity, content, normativity and legitimacy. At 
this point we should return to Dworkin’s account. Using these four con-
cepts I will present what I take to be the core of his position. Again, my 
purpose here is not to defend every aspect of his view, which is why I ig-
nore many familiar themes from his work. Many of them are no doubt 
central to Dworkin’s conception of law, but they are irrelevant, even pos-
sibly distracting, in explicating what I take to be the fundamental con-
trast between legal positivism and his position. I use his position as an 
example of the viability of an alternative approach to jurisprudence. 
Along the way I also aim to show that the difference between his view and 
legal positivism is not to be traced to some specific idiosyncrasy of his the-
ory and why it is a fundamental mistake to think that his account pre-
supposes the truth of legal positivism.  
 I begin with a rough sketch that illustrates the way in which the four 
concepts are related to each other in my reconstruction of Dworkin’s ac-
count: 
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 In Dworkin’s account validity, if it plays any role in his account at all, 
is the least important of the four: validity for him is the conclusion of the 
inquiry. The starting point, by contrast, is the question of legitimacy. 
Dworkin makes this point, albeit somewhat obliquely, when he says in 
Law’s Empire that “[j]urisprudence is the general part of adjudication, a 
silent prologue to any decision at law.”36 This passage puzzled—and has 
been vigorously contested by—many a reader of Dworkin.37 I think it has 
also been misunderstood. Raz, for example, took Dworkin as claiming that 
in order “to know the law governing each case one must be making, ex-
plicitly or implicitly, assumptions about the nature of law.”38 John Gard-
ner interpreted Dworkin as believing that “[h]ow law is depends entirely 
on how it ought to be. Law is comprehensively tailored to its purpose.”39 
                                                  
36   Dworkin, Empire, supra note 5 at 90. Shortly afterwards he adds that “[t]he law of a 
community ... is the scheme of rights and responsibilities that ... license coercion” (ibid 
at 93). 
37   See e.g. Hart, Concept, supra note 2 at 241-43; Kramer, supra note 2 at 162-73; Walu-
chow, supra note 12 at 24-27; Raz, Interpretation, supra note 21 at 79-85. 
38   Ibid at 83. Later in the essay Raz offers a somewhat different interpretation of this pas-
sage according to which the soundness of judges’ decisions “depends on their conformity 
... with the correct theory of the nature of law” (ibid at 85). This too is a mistaken read-
ing of Dworkin. Both misunderstandings are the result of reading Dworkin’s work from 
the positivist perspective. 
39   Gardner, “Nearly”, supra note 9 at 14-15. 
Normativity/Legitimacy 
Content Validity 
Jurisprudence/Political theory 
Figure 2: The four concepts in Dworkin’s theory 
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 But this is not what Dworkin meant by this passage. Properly under-
stood this passage fits Dworkin’s general account very well and, as I shall 
try to show, is quite plausible. Dworkin claims here that jurisprudence is 
presupposed by every legal decision, because it is jurisprudence that can 
explain how the coercive acts of the state—including those involved in the 
legal decision—are (potentially) legitimate, and are not merely force 
backed by the threat of punishment.40 It is in this sense that we can un-
derstand his claim that the point of jurisprudence is to explain the “coer-
cive” force of state power.41 It is thus not assumptions about the nature of 
law that is implicit in every legal decision, but rather a view about the 
fact that one can only make sense of the fact of legal coercion by offering 
an account of what can make it legitimate. 
 That Dworkin is concerned with the question of legitimacy is clear also 
from his immediately subsequent discussion of the law of evil regimes. As 
he says there it is, of course, possible to use the word “law” to describe 
state-run mechanisms of social control and that in this sense it is obvious 
that most evil regimes have “law”. But there is nothing philosophically 
deep in saying so: it may be true by virtue of linguistic stipulation, or it 
may be offered as an empirical observation—usually unsubstantiated—
                                                  
40   As Dworkin puts it: “Law is a matter of which supposed rights supply a justification for 
using or withholding the collective force of the state because they are included in or im-
plied by actual political decisions of the past” (Dworkin, Empire, supra note 5 at 97). 
41   There is an argument sometimes made which aims to show the error in thinking that 
this can be a fundamental concern for jurisprudence. A society of angels, we are told, 
will still need law in order to co-ordinate its actions, even though there would be no 
need for coercion. See Gardner, “Law’s Aims”, supra note 14 at 208-209, and sources 
cited there for earlier incarnations of the argument. 
   This argument is unconvincing. First, the view that our linguistic intuitions can 
provide an answer to political argument is odd. Even if successful all it shows is the 
meaning we attach to the word “law”, and nothing more. Second, it is not clear what we 
could learn from such an otherworldly example as its terms are so unspecified. James 
Madison, for example, thought that “[i]f men were angels, no government would be nec-
essary” (“The Federalist, 51” in The Federalist Papers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2008) 256 at 257). There is just no way of telling who is right on this matter. Third, it 
assumes what it seeks to prove, for it is exactly the question whether such a society has 
law; it is open for Dworkin to respond that whatever it is that such a society of angels 
would need to govern its social life is not law. Fourth and most important, even if we 
are convinced that in such a society laws would be required (see Gregory S Kavka, 
“Why Even Morally Perfect People Would Need Government” (1995) 12:1 Social Philos-
ophy & Policy 1, for the most articulate attempt to defend the position that government 
would be needed), that would not show that law in such a society would not be coercive 
(a point Kavka did not discuss). It is not enough that a political authority will better 
help people comply with reasons that they have; it is a further condition for authority 
that it has the right to tell people what to do. Once this condition is added to the story, 
it becomes even less clear that what we would find in such a society of angels is not co-
ercive. 
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about prevalent linguistic usage. Either way the claim is of no philosophi-
cal interest and the debates surrounding it are pointless. However, under-
stood as a debate about the limits of the legitimate use of force, the dis-
cussion becomes interesting, for it is then that the question we are re-
quired to consider is the boundary between legitimate use of force and 
what in essence is no different from the demands of the robber. This is 
clearly a normative question to be derived from political theory. 
 On this view the starting point for the inquiry is legitimacy. We are 
trying to identify the conditions under which a state’s use of force (and 
more broadly power) may be legitimate. Apart from avoiding the difficul-
ties we encountered in the validity-first approach, this approach offers 
three additional advantages. First, it highlights the role that legitimacy 
plays at every stage of the inquiry. In the positivist story the only point 
where questions of legitimacy enter into the picture is when dealing with 
the rather exotic question of the obligation to obey the law. But observa-
tion of legal reality, from high-minded academic legal discourse to demon-
strators’ placards, reveals the significance of legitimacy to law in the dis-
tinction between law and non-law, as well as in questions regarding the 
identification of sources, the role of the courts, the content of legal norms, 
and so on. This means that rather than (potential) legitimacy being the 
product of norms having the right content, it is recognized that considera-
tions of legitimacy play a role in determining the sources and content of 
legal norms. By contrast, legal validity plays little role in these questions. 
True propositions of law may be called “valid legal norms” if one wishes, 
but the separation, crucial to legal positivism, between validity and legit-
imacy is rejected. To the extent that we can specify certain general fea-
tures that distinguish law from non-law, these features are a product of 
an account of legitimacy.  
 Another advantage to starting with the question of legitimacy is that 
we can see how it affects the concrete form of certain institutional fea-
tures of legal systems. In this way considerations of legitimacy help us 
understand the place of law within the broader political and social struc-
ture of the state as an answer to problems that at least in part have to do 
not just with efficiency and convenience (which were predominant in 
Hart’s account of the move from the pre-legal to the legal society with the 
addition of the secondary rules), but with right; on most accounts courts 
are not just added because of the inconvenience of a system in which there 
is no mechanism to settle disputes, but rather because they are a neces-
sary part of a structure of government that maintains the legitimacy of 
the use of force. And to the extent that we want to justify the existence of 
law alongside many other mechanisms of social control (markets, politics, 
majoritarian decision making, experts, social norms, and so on), it may 
well be that considerations of legitimacy will play a role on this score too 
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with different views on these matters likely to result in fundamentally dif-
ferent answers to the question “what is law?” Indeed, even the hallmark 
of legal positivism—the idea that law may be immoral and remain “valid” 
becomes clearer within this framework—as it offers an argument aimed to 
explain why it is that law and morality are treated as separate domains. It 
is this framework that makes sense of the question of how it is that courts 
may sometimes be legally wrong even when they reach the morally right 
answer, as questions of legitimacy arguably relate not just to what is de-
cided, but also to the question of who should decide and why. Likewise, it 
is considerations of legitimacy (such as the considerations about the prop-
er limits of political authority associated with the harm principle) that ex-
plain why we leave certain moral issues ungoverned by law.  
 The third reason to start with legitimacy is that it helps solve a famil-
iar paradox that bedevils positivist theory. The positivist account presup-
poses that valid legal norms are created by “officials”; in fact, if we adopt 
Hart’s version of the rule of recognition for a legal system to exist at a 
minimum there must exist a social rule of recognition accepted by offi-
cials. But those officials can only be officials if they were so recognized by 
a pre-existing legal system, that is, by valid legal norms that make certain 
people officials by giving them certain legal powers. But these legal norms 
could only have been created if there had been legal officials beforehand, 
and so on ad infinitum.42 
 The paradox is resolved, however, if we begin with legitimacy. For as 
we have seen our starting point is not with legitimate legal rules, but ra-
ther with the legitimacy of use of force. We avoid the circle if we can for-
mulate an argument about the origin of political yet pre-legal authority. 
Law on this view may be one, perhaps the predominant but not necessari-
ly exclusive, means by which a political authority exercises its powers. A 
distinct advantage of this view is that it clearly separates the question of 
the legitimacy of political institutions from the question of the legitimacy 
of law: a legitimate political authority may still make individual laws, but, 
on the contrary, illegitimate political authority will not be salvaged by 
maintaining those elements that guarantee the legitimacy of law (for ex-
ample by adhering to the principles of legality). In a way, of course, this 
only postpones rather than solves the problem, for it requires us to give 
an account of the legitimacy of political authority; but though controver-
sial this is a problem for which most political philosophers (and, apparent-
ly, lay people) believe we can find a satisfactory solution. It should be not-
ed that law may play a role in such an account. As a historical matter we 
                                                  
42   See Alf Ross, Towards a Realistic Jurisprudence: A Criticism of the Dualism in Law, 
translated by Annie I Fausbøll (Copenhagen: Einar Munksgaard, 1946) at 65-67. Ross 
calls this the hen and egg problem (ibid at 66). 
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may find out that all legitimate government began with illegitimate use of 
force (this was, for instance, Hume’s view), in which case the establish-
ment of a legal system will often be meant (and taken) to be a step in the 
direction of turning illegitimate use of force into a civil society. Against 
this the Hartian account of the emergence of a legal system looks so unre-
alistic not because it does not reflect historical reality, but because it 
leaves out the most important aspect in the transition from pre-legal use 
of force to that of a potentially legitimate legal regime. 
 The legitimacy-first account is also valuable in illuminating existing 
juriprudential debates. It reveals, in particular, why legal positivists’ in-
sistence that any account of law must presuppose something like a rule of 
recognition is in some sense true but unimportant, and false in the sense 
in which it poses a challenge to Dworkin’s theory (or for that matter any 
legitimacy-first account). The rule of recognition performs both the role of 
identifying the sources of law and of accounting for their binding force. 
Because Hart and his followers invoked the idea of convention for both 
roles, the two roles are sometimes confused, but it is important to keep 
them apart. In the former sense Hart relied on conventional ideas to ex-
plain why judges rely on certain sources and not on others: they do so be-
cause other judges do the same. Hart also relied on some rudimentary no-
tion of convention (what is sometimes called “the practice theory of rules”) 
as the explanation for why these rules are binding.  
 Untangling the two issues helps us see that, at least as far as the first 
question is concerned, all that needs to be shown is that within a particu-
lar community there is an accepted distinction grounded in a social norm 
between accepted and impermissible sources of law. But the existence of 
such a norm is perfectly consistent with an account that begins with legit-
imacy. In fact, there are good reasons for thinking such an account would 
be closer to reality, since (as already mentioned), if asked to explain why 
they consider only certain sources as binding, it is unlikely that judges 
would only say is “this is how we do things around here”; in all probability 
a judge will offer legitimacy-based reasons for the distinction between 
permissible and impermissible sources.  
 This response, however, may seem too quick. It may be replied that 
legitimacy is neither sufficient nor necessary for identifying the sources of 
law. It is not sufficient because there are many different legitimate ways 
for a legal system to be structured. So even if a person can appeal to con-
siderations of legitimacy in explaining her actions, these considerations 
under-determine the sources of law and leave room for different local con-
ventions. Legitimacy is also not necessary because we can imagine a legal 
system in which all that judges offer in answer to the question of why 
they act in a particular way is appeal to an accepted standard without ev-
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er invoking considerations of legitimacy. The claim may be that some-
thing like the rule of recognition is required to explain these situations. 
 Let me begin with the second point. This point is significant only if we 
are shown that there are such societies in which legitimacy does not play 
any role in determining what things count as permissible or mandatory 
sources of law, or that when appeals to legitimacy are being made, they 
are for one reason or another disingenuous. Until either possibility is 
made out, I think we can ignore this point as a hypothetical fantasy. 
Without further argument there is no basis for the view that we will un-
derstand what human law is by hypothesizing legal systems that are fun-
damentally different from any example of law among humans. 
 As for the claim that legitimacy is not sufficient to determine the 
sources of law, it is no doubt true that the answer will be in some sense 
“conventional” in the everyday sense of the term: the legitimate sources 
for a particular legal system will be, in part, determined by contingent 
historical facts, which might have been different. In this sense, however, 
the existence of a rule of recognition is so weak it does not pose a chal-
lenge to any competing view. The question is—and this ties us with the 
issue of law’s normativity—whether the fact that there is a conventional 
element in the law in this sense requires us to accept the idea that it is 
what explains the normativity of law. And here I think the answer is: not 
necessarily. That many people act in a way that is arbitrary in the sense 
that if history had been different, they would have acted differently, does 
not entail that they currently act in the way they do because others do the 
same. Furthermore, there is good evidence for the claim that such a norm 
need not be a convention; there is just too much diversity in the way indi-
vidual judges treat their “rule of recognition”, and differences in their 
views on how to interpret statutes, how much to respect authority, how 
much to defer to the interpretations of other branches of government, and 
so on. This is consistent with the existence of a (weak) social norm, which 
each person follows for his or her own (slightly different) reasons. Such 
diversity in rules of recognition, however, is not consistent with a conven-
tional explanation of the normativity of law. 
 Furthermore, much of the motivation for invoking the idea of conven-
tion (or its more recent alternatives such as plans or shared cooperative 
activities) is gone if we accept that the basis of the judges’ adherence to a 
certain standard on what things count as accepted sources of law is an ar-
gument from legitimacy. In that case we can look for an answer to the 
question of normativity in the more natural domain of political morality. 
This does not necessarily require subsuming the question of normativity 
within the question of legitimacy, nor does it solve all problems—there 
are, after all, those who deny the normative force of morality and those 
who deny that the state can ever exercise legitimate political authority. 
But if we think there is, at least in principle, a good answer to these chal-
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lenges, then much of the motivation for proposing the rule of recognition 
as a conventional solution to the problem of normativity disappears.  
V. The Significance of Legitimacy to Legal Theory 
 Though the debate between legal positivists and Dworkin figures so 
prominently in legal philosophy over the last forty years or so, it is im-
portant to stress that the significance of the argument developed here is 
broader. I will therefore begin this section by showing some implications 
of the argument developed for Dworkin’s theory and on legal positivism, 
and will then turn to examine its impact on other jurisprudential issues. 
A. Making Sense of Dworkin 
 I think what emerges from the previous discussion is that rather than 
being, as one commentator called it, “quite bizarre”,43 Dworkin’s approach 
is a sensible way of posing a central philosophical question about law, one 
that should be particularly appealing to those interested in providing a 
descriptively accurate account of law. Several features of Dworkin’s ac-
count are worth highlighting. First, the characterization of legal philoso-
phy as concerned first and foremost with the question of validity is not an 
accurate presentation of the scope of its concerns, although it is probably 
a fairly accurate description of legal positivists’ answer to its most general 
questions. A more accurate way of understanding the concerns of analytic 
jurisprudence—among other things, because it is more conspicuous in re-
vealing the way Dworkin’s work is engaged with the work of legal positiv-
ists (and, importantly, the way it challenges it)—is that jurisprudence is 
concerned with explaining the relationship between the validity, norma-
tivity, legitimacy, and content of legal norms. Legal positivists offer one 
characterization of this relationship (in fact, this may be one of the few 
things that unite the otherwise diverse group of self-styled legal positiv-
ists), one which gives validity conceptual precedence over the other three 
concepts; non-positivists, or at least some of them, offer others. 
 Second, Dworkin’s competing account explains why, to the extent that 
we ground our account in the question of legitimacy, the fact that there 
exists a practice of paying attention to, say, certain pronouncements that 
come out of Congress, does not suffice. Even if this practice is convention-
al and gives us a satisfying answer to the question of the normativity of 
law, the existence of such a convention matters only if we can provide an 
                                                  
43   Alexander, supra note 1 at 419.  
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explanation for the conditions under which such a convention and its 
products are legitimate.  
 Third, because the question of legitimacy can be raised with regard to 
every legal norm, we can understand Dworkin’s otherwise surprising 
claim that his theory of law “is equally at work in easy cases [as in hard 
cases], but since the answers to the questions it puts are ... obvious [with 
regard to easy cases], or at least seem to be so, we are not aware that any 
theory is at work at all.”44 Whichever way we draw the line between easy 
and hard cases,45 legitimacy is equally pressing and goes “all the way 
down” in easy cases as in hard cases.  
 Fourth and related, it explains Dworkin’s claim that legal theory is 
properly understood as a branch of political philosophy.46 More specifical-
ly, it explains why the question of legitimacy can be asked (and in practice 
is frequently asked) both at the level of entire legal systems and at the 
level of particular cases. Even though we could make some general claims 
on the question of legitimacy, the question of the legitimacy of law arises 
in the context of particular cases, and may—through doctrines of inter-
pretation, the status of certain potential sources of law, the degree of “def-
erence” the court should display toward the work of other branches of 
government, and of course the particular subject matter in question—
affect the outcome of individual decisions. And given that the determina-
tion of what the law demands is grounded in an analysis of what follows 
from the political question of legitimacy, it is correct to say that jurispru-
dence and political philosophy are presupposed by (even though they do 
not determine) every judicial decision.  
 We can now also see why the distinction between “law” and “the law” 
is not as fundamental as legal positivists assume. There is no question 
that we may speak about law in general. The question is whether the in-
quiry of understanding “law” is fundamentally different from the inquiry 
                                                  
44   Dworkin, Empire, supra note 5 at 354. See also ibid at 266 (“easy cases are ... only spe-
cial cases of hard ones”). 
45   There are at least seven ways of drawing this distinction: (1) as a distinction between 
cases involving simple facts and cases involving highly complex facts; (2) between sim-
ple legal issues (parking in a no-parking area) and highly complex law (complex tax 
rules); (3) between matters governed by law and matters on which there is a lacuna in 
the law; (4) between cases in which there seems to be only one applicable legal norm 
and cases which seem to be governed by several, conflicting legal norms; (5) between 
cases in which judges have little or no discretion and cases in which they are given wide 
discretion; (6) between cases in which the law conforms with morality and cases in 
which what the law requires seems to be in conflict with our moral intuitions; and final-
ly (7) between cases that are socially uncontroversial and cases dealing with matters on 
which society is divided. 
46   Dworkin, Robes, supra note 6 at 241.  
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of understanding “the law” in particular cases. As we have seen this view 
is closely tied to the validity-first view; in a sense it is nothing but short-
hand summary of it. But once the view that it is possible to identify indi-
vidual valid legal norms separately from their content is rejected, the the-
oretical distinction between “law” and “the law” goes with it. On the view 
that starts with the question of legitimacy, the latter is just the aggregate 
of the former, and the boundaries between norms (however those are de-
fined) must be the outcome of looking at their content. Similarly, under 
the legitimacy-first framework the separation between the question of 
what law is and how judges should decide cases becomes rather blurred. 
Given prevalent (albeit perhaps false) views on legitimacy, it is plausible 
that judges should decide cases by following “the law”. It follows that to 
identify what the law is, what it requires, is (normally) also to identify 
how judges should decide cases.  
 Fifth, the account offered here explains the connection between inter-
pretation and legitimacy and the centrality of interpretation within 
Dworkin’s account. One need not accept everything Dworkin says about 
interpretation to recognize that different theories of interpretation in law 
are ultimately different theories about the division of powers between 
branches of government and between government and the people. As such 
they owe more to questions of legitimacy than to theories of meaning.  
 Sixth, Dworkin’s account is “descriptive” in the sense that he believes 
it captures the essence of law; Dworkin has also always maintained that 
his overall account is more accurate in describing existing legal practices, 
at least in contemporary Western legal systems. Nonetheless, the descrip-
tive element of his claim is not as central to his account as it is to “de-
scriptive” legal positivism, and a challenge that his account does not cap-
ture how law is practiced in a particular jurisdiction would not undermine 
his theory in the way that such a claim would undermine positivist theo-
ries. For even if it were conclusively shown that the way Dworkin fills in 
the details of his account—matters that I largely ignored in this essay—
does not fit existing practices in any existing jurisdiction, it would be open 
for him to say, that the “legal system” in question is not really distin-
guishable from a gunman demanding money by force, and that that socie-
ty would do well to develop a richer account of political morality that 
would acknowledge the role of law as one means by which political au-
thorities can legitimately operate.  
 I must stress yet again that though this section has sought to defend 
certain aspects of Dworkin’s enterprise, as presented it is neither com-
plete nor without weaknesses. At least as an interpretation of Dworkin’s 
work, its incompleteness should not come as a surprise given how many 
elements from his work were left out. It may be that some of those other 
elements are less convincing (as it happens, I think this is indeed the 
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case), but if I am right, at least what I take to be the core of Dworkin’s po-
sition can be severed from those other components. As for its weaknesses, 
I shall only briefly mention a few that relate to the present discussion of 
legitimacy. For Dworkin, as I understand him, integrity is the primary 
value that law has to maintain in order to be legitimate, but in discus-
sions of other institutions he seems to think that integrity is (or should 
be) what legitimates them as well.47 This seems to me to ignore, or at least 
downplay, the significance of having different institutions which may be 
differentiated by, among other things, their legitimating values and prac-
tices. Relatedly, and more directly opposed to the argument as presented 
here, I believe Dworkin gives too prominent a role to the content of law in 
his account of legitimacy. It is at least arguable that the way the law 
makes its requirements has some bearing on the question of legitimacy. 
When Dworkin talks of morality, he speaks almost exclusively about get-
ting to the morally right result. But I think one of the most important 
ideas in twentieth century moral and political philosophy has been the 
recognition of distinct institutional morality. I believe that these have a 
much more important role in legitimating law than does Dworkin, who 
has not accorded them much significance.  
 I have also said little about the place of the question of normativity in 
Dworkin’s account. The reason is that in Dworkin’s account the distinc-
tion between the metaphysical question of normativity and the political 
question of legitimacy is mistaken, for it is a form of what he called Ar-
chimedeanism.48 Whether this view is defensible is something I will not 
examine here. His arguments on this score have been criticized, and I find 
some of these criticisms cogent. Beyond that, the closest he gets to an in-
dependent examination of the question of normativity is his discussion of 
associative obligations, and even there questions of normativity and legit-
imacy are not kept apart. 
 All this does not change my view that at the abstract level discussed 
in this essay Dworkin’s account is coherent, and does not presuppose legal 
positivism of any sort, and that the challenge it poses to legal positivism is 
much more fundamental than legal positivists assume. I stress this point 
because it is sometimes claimed that Dworkin rules out in advance and on 
dubious methodological grounds competing jurisprudential enterprises 
like the one most legal positivists are engaged in.49 The better view is that 
Dworkin’s views are a direct, substantive challenge to positivists’ views on 
                                                  
47   He is explicit about this at least with regard to legislation. See ibid at 178-86.  
48   I think Dworkin’s distinction between ground and force (Dworkin, Empire, supra note 5 
at 110) is close to the distinction between normativity and legitimacy. He says there 
that they must be “mutually supportive”. 
49   Dickson, supra note 2 at 108-14. 
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the correct relationship between the concepts of validity, content, norma-
tivity, and legitimacy.  
B. The Future of Legal Positivism 
 Ultimately, however, I do not much care whether the view presented 
here is a successful interpretation of Dworkin’s work. What is more im-
portant is whether this is a defensible view, which presents a challenge to 
legal positivism, at least as the term is understood these days. It clearly is 
a challenge if we understand legal positivism to be the claim that there is 
no necessary connection between law and morality;50 but I think it un-
dermines even weaker versions of legal positivism, such as the view that 
“whether a given norm is legally valid ... depends on its sources, not its 
merits,”51 primarily because it challenges their starting point. Whether 
there is some thesis that is close enough to contemporary versions of legal 
positivism and that can be accommodated within the argument presented 
here is a separate matter. Defenders of legal positivism have a long histo-
ry of changing what they mean by the term in the face of adversity. Here I 
will consider briefly several potential changes the term might take and 
consider whether they could be accommodated within the framework pro-
posed here.  
 Perhaps the positivist thesis can be narrowed down in the manner 
similar to that adopted by inclusive positivists in response to the claim 
about the relationship between validity and content. Legal positivism 
would be then defined roughly along these lines: “as a conceptual matter, 
a legal system could exist when judges (or officials) follow certain social 
rules identifying valid legal norms only because other judges (officials) do 
the same.” The problem with this thesis is that it is hard to see how it 
could be tested. If we try to examine it by appealing to intuitions, all I can 
do is report my intuition that such a legal system could never exist given 
what we know about human nature.52 Legal positivists may have different 
intuitions, but if the whole discussion ends up with competing specula-
tions as to which social structures could exist or what kind of strange hy-
pothetical situations the word “law” (or the concept law) could bear before 
breaking down, I doubt there is any point in engaging in the debate in the 
                                                  
50   This is the traditional understanding of legal positivism, and it has been defended in 
Kramer, supra note 2.  
51   Gardner, “5½ Myths”, supra note 9 at 201.  
52   Even if we could imagine such a society existing, it is not clear whether this situation 
would be stable, because societal changes (as well as, and no less importantly, techno-
logical changes) are likely to raise questions and ultimately disagreements about legit-
imacy.  
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first place. It would be very unfortunate indeed (but, I fear, not without 
precedent) if jurisprudence were reduced to these sorts of debates.  
 A more promising approach, then, would be to accept the framework 
that begins with legitimacy, but to deny that this forces a breakdown of 
the distinction between political theory and jurisprudence. Jurisprudence 
can remain “descriptive” because the legal theorist can only describe 
views on legitimacy without endorsing them. The only plausible reason 
for engaging in such an enterprise that I am familiar with is that it “helps 
us understand our institutions and, through them, our culture.”53 The 
problem with this approach is that it is at odds with the generalist aims of 
discovering the nature of law endorsed by virtually all contemporary legal 
positivists. By ignoring the differences, this approach lacks the means for 
accounting for the contingent elements that are crucial for the under-
standing of one (“our”) culture; and it is unlikely to succeed in this task as 
long as jurisprudents stick to the ahistorical and fact-thin methods of ana-
lytic philosophy which are predominant among the very same legal posi-
tivists who extol the virtues of descriptive jurisprudence. There are very 
many books I will recommend before The Concept of Law to anyone inter-
ested in “our (legal) culture”, not because it does not reflect a particular 
culture—it does—but because Hart does all he can to hide this fact. Ra-
ther than learning about them in The Concept of Law one needs to look 
elsewhere and then go back to that book to be able to notice just how 
deeply it is steeped in a particular legal, political, philosophical, and cul-
tural worldview. 
 The more interesting question therefore is whether we can accommo-
date a theory that captures some important positivist ideas within the 
framework summarized in Figure 2. Perhaps the most obvious way of do-
ing so is the position sometimes known as “ethical positivism”. On this 
view it is a good thing for law to be understood in positivist terms. There 
are two species of this view. According to one, “theoretical ethical positiv-
ism” if you wish, understanding the concept of law in ethical terms would 
tend to encourage a more critical attitude among members of society to-
ward their laws; according to the other, “practical”, strand of ethical posi-
tivism there are good political reasons for designing a legal system in a 
way that reduces courts’ ability to make politically controversial decisions. 
Proponents of the latter view, for example, favour intentionalistic theories 
of interpretation, oppose judicial review of legislation, and urge legisla-
tures to avoid employing moral terms like “fairness” or “good faith” in 
their statutes. 
                                                  
53   Green, supra note 20 at 1717, following Raz, Public Domain, supra note 12 at 237. 
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 Conceptual legal positivists usually deny any important links between 
their position and either version of ethical positivism, and in fact often re-
gard the former as a fallacy. What law is, is one thing, they say, what we 
wish it to be, is another. Theoretical ethical positivism is thus dismissed 
as nothing more than “wishful thinking”.54 By contrast, the practical ver-
sion of ethical positivism is regarded as irrelevant or even antithetical to 
the concerns of conceptual legal positivists since the former is taken to be 
morally neutral whereas the latter is avowedly not.  
 The argument developed here suggests that it is in fact something like 
the view of the ethical positivists that may have the upper hand. The ar-
gument should not be that people will tend to have a more critical attitude 
toward the law if we maintain a positivist conception of it: this is an em-
pirical claim, and one that will be hard to accept without empirical sup-
port (especially as some natural lawyers have made the exact opposite 
claim). Rather, it is the suggestion that for law or legal institutions to be 
legitimate they should be designed in a way that keeps moral judgment, 
as much as possible, beyond the purview of courts.  
C. A Lease of Life for Legal Philosophy 
 Bentham and Hobbes are often considered the founders of legal posi-
tivism. But their legal positivism was very different from its contempo-
rary incarnation. Both of them treated law, and legal theory, as part of, 
and subsidiary to, a broader moral, political, even metaphysical picture of 
the world.55 Central also to both was the desire to give an account of law 
based on what they thought was the best available scientific account of 
human nature and psychology. True, these days philosophers rarely at-
tempt such all-embracing enterprises, but what may have started as a 
narrowing down of the subject out of convenience or academic specializa-
tion has become the very definition of the subject: jurisprudence is that 
part of (philosophical) theorizing on law that is not political. One result of 
this change is that contemporary “conceptual” legal positivism is very dif-
ferent from the legal positivism of its supposed forefathers. 
 Central to this project of insulating law from political theory has been 
the attempt to give an account of the concept or nature of law. Daniel 
Dennett wrote in a different context that “[f]illing in the formula (x) (x is a 
                                                  
54   For this charge see e.g. Dickson, supra note 2 at 90. Accord Philip Soper, “Choosing a 
Legal Theory on Moral Grounds” in Jules Coleman & Ellen Frankel Paul, eds, Philoso-
phy and Law (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1987) at 31. 
55  Dan Priel, “Toward Classical Legal Positivism”, online: Social Science Research Net-
work <http://ssrn.com>. 
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conscious experience if and only if ...) and defending it against proposed 
counterexamples is not a good method for developing a theory of con-
sciousness.”56 I suspect much of the nature of law enterprise is driven by a 
similar sort of inquiry only with law in place of conscious experience, and 
I think the results have been equally unsatisfactory. Contemporary de-
bates in analytic jurisprudence often seem so pointless exactly because 
questions such as whether there is a necessary connection between law 
and morality, which kind of connection exists, and other questions of this 
sort, are discussed without apparent concern as to whether an answer one 
way or the other will help our understanding of the social institution 
called “law”. 
 The approach to jurisprudence that starts with validity has played a 
central role in this story. The sensible but misguided theoretical assump-
tion it is based on is that in order to understand law we must first identify 
it, and only then go on to assess it. This assumption is misguided exactly 
because in answering this question considerations pertaining to legitima-
cy happen to play a significant role. Therefore, the question cannot be an-
swered in isolation from the inquiry into the legitimacy of law as one of 
several institutions for, and as such as one of several ways of, regulating 
behaviour and achieving social order that operate within the state. Aban-
doning this misguided approach would enable us to reorient “general” ju-
risprudence towards both questions of political theory and the work in le-
gal theory that focuses on particular legal areas. Analytic jurisprudence 
has been separated from both for too long.  
    
                                                  
56   Daniel C Dennett, Consciousness Explained (Boston: Little, Brown & Co, 1991) at 459. 
